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THE BIG TIME!

FACTS

This giant clock on the top floor of the Museum is as tall as an adult and nearly as heavy! It is

called a Tavern Clock because it was of a type used in coaching inns where it struck each hour to
announce the departure of stage coaches. Make sure you are next to it when it starts striking, and you will
hear it start wheezing, which is the striking mechanism getting up to speed, and then a clever counter
inside will measure out the number of strikes needed for each hour….clever eh?
This remarkable clock spent its life in the Royal Mineral Water Hospital in Upper Borough Walls where it
hung in the lobby for all to see. It came to the Museum in 2019….and yes,that is real gold leaf on the face
and case!

ACTIVITIES: MAKE YOUR OWN CLOCK
Our clock was made in 1730 in Bath, so is very old, but timekeeping is as old as mankind himself. Make
one of the earliest time-keepers for yourself…..a SUNDIAL.
Take a white paper plate and punch a hole
centre. Insert a pencil, put your sundial in a
in the garden, weight or glue it down, and tip the
to the north. At 12.00 noon mark where the
on the plate. Do the same each hour for as long
Check the next day to see if your sundial is
DON’T look at the sun, only the sundial.

through the
sunny place
pencil slightly
shadow falls
as you can.
keeping time.

A CHALLENGE: CAN YOU DETECT THE
MOVEMENT OF THE EARTH? Use the side of a building or a very long pole stuck into soft ground, and
look for the shadow as far away from the pole/building as you can. Mark the ground with chalk and watch
the shadow carefully. Can you see it moving?

But what if the sun doesn’t shine?
The Chinese had an answer 3,000 years ago, WATER-CLOCK.
Activity: let’s make a water-clock
Cut a tall thin squash-bottle as shown, invert the top part with cap on, and place it on a cardboard ring as
shown in the photograph below.
Put food-dye, red for example, into some water and pour it into the top. Adjust the screw-cap to allow the
water to drip slowly into the bottom half, and mark each hour in felt-tip pen on the side.
A challenge:
Decide which clock keeps time best. Why?
What are the advantages and disadvantages of each type of clock?

A man of letters

FACTS:

Next time you are at the Museum look for some giant
letters. They would have been used by a mason to fix to stonework,
perhaps for a memorial or public building. Each letter has spikes on the
back which would have been cemented into small hidden holes in the
stone.

Keep looking and you will find some even bigger letters
made of black-coloured metal pipes with rows of little
holes. These pipes were connected to the town gas
supply and lit to form illuminated signs in Victorian times.
Neon signs invented around 1910 were much safer. They
didn’t catch things alight or risk exploding if the wind blew
out the flaring flames.

Activity: Fiery Words
There are about 170,000 words in the Oxford English Dictionary, but we use less than 3,000 of them.
Several dozen are special words called PALINDROMES which read the same forwards and backwards,
like:

LEVEL REVIVER
There are even palindromic sentences like:

WAS IT A CAT I SAW?

There are a few palindromes that can be read upside down too, like
Can you think of more palindrome words or names?

NOON

